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Fantomorphia
Kerby Rosanes (Illustrated By Kerby Rosanes)
Keynote
Enter the fantastic fantasy world of epic doodler Kerby Rosanes in his
creepiest collection yet. From skulls that morph into butterflies to clockwork
dragons and vine-entangled pumpkins - there's plenty of gothic-inspired
scenes and creatures to bring to life in colour.
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From skulls that morph into butterflies to clockwork dragons and vine-entangled pumpkins
- there's plenty of gothic-inspired scenes and creatures to bring to life in colour.
As an extra challenge, seek out the search items at the back of the book – there’s more
to discover within these pages than you ever dreamed possible.

Sales Points
The inimitable Kerby Rosanes is back with his unique and intricate ink drawings in
Fantomorphia, a stunning collection of animals morphing and shape-shifting across the
page in breath-taking scenes
Readers can colour in and complete these super-detailed designs as well as keep their
eyes peeled for a selection of hidden items throughout the book
On top of the success of Animorphia, Imagimorphia and Mythomorphia, Kerby's skills
have earned him a solid fan base. His 'Sketchy Stories' Facebook page has more than
1,500,000 likes, he has had 380,000 project views on Behance and his incredible
website (www.kerbyrosanes.com) is getting more and more hits by the day
Animorphia, Imagimorphia and Mythomorphia have sold in 35 territories and over one
million copies worldwide

Author Biography
Philippines-based illustrator Kerby Rosanes is steadily building his reputation with his
unique style of intricate drawings. Working mainly with ordinary black pens, Kerby's art is
characterized by whimsical lines, patterns and doodle creatures which are combined to
create massive compositions.
He recently left his job as a graphic designer in a local company to finally pursue his
passion: creating more art for personal projects and for various clients, and collaborating
with other artists and design agencies around the world.
Kerby's colouring and doodling books, Animorphia, Imagimorphia and Mythomorphia
published by LOM ART (Michael O'Mara), have been hugely successful.
C heck out his website at www.kerbyrosanes.com and subscribe to his sensational
'Sketchy Stories' on facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sketchystoriesblog
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